NEWS

GERMANY_A Far East atmosphere in Munich

Located in the district of Obersendling, the prestigious building hosting the General Chinese Consulate
in Munich, along with its outdoor area, has been impressively illuminated by a successful combination of
GRIVEN and Hess luminaires.
The design of the outdoor space surrounding the General Chinese Consulate in Munich is supported by
a sophisticated lighting concept, developed to meet the need to offer a distinguished appearance as well
as a functional atmospheric lighting, while at the same time respecting the strict security requirements of
the protected area.GRIVEN LED projectors in combination with Hess design luminaires have been
capable of ensuring an attractive presentation of the exterior space enhancing the green areas as well
as the building walls in an elegant warm shade of white.
> Read more

FOCUS ON

NEW PRODUCT VERSIONS_Amber passion

Ready to be submitted to the North American CSA certification, both these newly developed versions of
Micro-Dune MK2 and Micro-Clip MK2 are fitted with 3 RGBA full colour LEDs, which allow to obtain
warmer shades in the colour mix composition as well as a suggestive, intensive golden tone for amazing
emotional effects. Testifying once again GRIVEN’s amazing customization capability, both these
versions have been developed and manufactured in a record time to meet the rapidly changing lighting
design requirements.

> Read more

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS

SWEDEN_Waiting for "Lights in Alingsas"

We are proud to announce that GRIVEN will be among the technical sponsors of the 20th edition of the
prestigious Lights in Alingsås Festival, which will be held from September 27th to November 3rd in the
Swedish town.

Every year Lights in Alingsås attracts more than 85.000 visitors and this open air exhibition has become
the largest lighting event in public spaces in Northern Europe. This Festival is an important meeting
point for lighting designers, students and professionals who work with light and appreciate its infinite
creative possibilities. The route of the 2019 lighting trail will start in Åmanska Parken, and will be running
through Nolhaga, a very popular English style public park located just outside Alingsås. The route will be
illuminated by a series of creative light installations, forming a themed path marked by 7 different spots.
In cooperation with our exclusive distributor for Sweden, Fox Belysning AB, our lighting fixtures will be
used by the Swedish lighting designers Cecilia Cronelid and Johanna Enger to artistically illuminate the
spot n°6 on the lighting trail, named "The Source”, according to this year’s theme "Be the Light”. Both
internationally renowned lighting designers relying upon a long teaching experience, Cecilia and
Johanna will also lead together a group of students at the workshops in Alsingås. Our Sales Manager in
charge of the Northern countries, Giuseppe Dedola, will participate in the inauguration phase of the
event along with our Swedish partner.
Ready to celebrate its 400th anniversary, Alingsås is preparing to host this fascinating event for the 20th
time offering new… enlightening emotions!
> Read more
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